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be too technical and too demanding for many horses. 
Scores of poles hit the ground and five finalists ran 
ashore before they even got to the finish. Champion 
Pieter Devos: ‘It was a taxing round but well-built. There 
were no catastrophes, I congratulate Luc Musette.’ The 
course builder justified himself as follows: ‘When I was 
asked to design the courses for this BC I only agreed 
on the condition that I had the liberty to build for 
combinations worthy of championships. A BC deserves 
top sports and not merely good riders with their second 
or third horse.’ Pieter Devos, who won hundreds of 
thousands of Euros in Calgary and Shanghai in the past 
few years, thinks the same and even became somewhat 
emotional after his gold at the BC. ‘Today we have seen 
proof that the Belgian Championship still matters and 
is a weighty and important event. The title takes pride 

BC Lanaken

Devos captures coveted 
Belgian title

The BC in a nutshell: Pieter Devos wins the first qualifier, 
the against-the-clock class. He also clocks another clear 
round the next day and repeats this feat in the Finals. 
But he has never felt the pressure more than this time. It 
was a self-inflicted pressure but he could also feel Pieter 
Clemens breathing down his neck. With his young talent 
Horizon de Regor (Obourg) from Lansink Stables he too 

had managed to make no mistakes and had less than 
four penalties from the qualifier. So the pressure was on 
for Devos to ride another clear in the last round of the 
Finals, otherwise he would be headed for yet another 
rendezvous with silver. Hot on their tails were two lady 
riders fighting for the bronze. After two mistakes in 
the first round Karline De Brabander and her stallion 

Fantomas de Muze (Sandro Boy) stayed clear in the 
last class of this BC. If Fabienne Lange-Daigneux and 
Venu d’Fees des Hazalles (President) made a mistake 
then the bronze would be for stallion keeper Joris De 
Brabander´s daughter. But that´s not what happened. 
Veterinarian Fabienne Lange-Daigneux tapped into her 
own and her mare´s experience and completed a well-
oiled fault-free round, the way we have seen her do so 
many times before. The podium from high to low: Devos, 
Clemens and Lange-Daigneux. After a fault-free second 
round Karline De Brabander (Fantomas de Muze) and 
Constant Van Paesschen (Carlow van de Helle) were still 
in the top five. 

Fit for championships...
The first round of the Finals in particular proved to 

By: Björn Van Bunder

After a fourth place in 2012 and two silver medals in the last three years Pieter Devos (30) clearly 
was on a mission to win this Belgian Championship. He came here for the title and firmly held on 
to his lead from start to finish. ‘Every year the BC represents an important goal in its own right 
despite the weekly international five-star competitions. Especially here in Lanaken. Winning gold, in 
this context, that feels great’, Pieter Devos now speaks from experience. He managed to stay ahead 
of this championship´s revelation Pieter Clemens and the experienced Walloon lady rider Fabienne 
Lange-Daigneux.

1. Pieter Devos and Espoir
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of place on your roll of honour for your whole life. Not 
everything is about the money. This is also a top-class 
location. No other international championship has such 
an international reputation as the BC at Zangersheide 
during the World Championships. You would never get 
this on the road just for a BC. Nowhere else can you 
draw in such large audiences as here. Some critics say 
the BC is too late in the season but I don´t support that 
view. It is an outdated practice to have championships at 
the start of the season as it is done in the Netherlands. 
In the Netherlands the DC counts as one of the selection 
moments for the Nations Cups but here in Belgium we 
use other competitions for the selections. The BC at 
the end of the season makes for a great ending and a 
highlight for everyone to gear up for.’ It also marks the 
Finals of the national Gold League Criteria so earlier 
wouldn´t be an option anyway.

All hopes on Espoir
Those riders who had not grasped that this is a 
championship for the best horses and best combinations 
only were left to nurse their wounds. The top ten 
echelon were all riders with their first horses, except 
for Pieter Devos perhaps? ‘No, I no longer see Espoir as 
my second horse. He is ready to carry the load. I have 
kept him in the wings for this BC for months and have 
been preparing for it in all secrecy with the intention to 
win gold.’ Pieter Devos came very close to being dubbed 
‘Poulidor ‘, which means ‘eternal second’, of the Belgian 
equestrian world. Twice silver in the past three years, but 
such a comparison is not representative of Pieter Devos´s 
mind and winner´s mentality. ‘The moment I crossed the 
finishing line anyone could see how pleased I was, a bit 
emotional as well. I have been fighting to achieve this for 
many years and now I have pulled it off. I have had a spell 
of bad luck recently and then this is a great boost. It was 
only this morning that the thought fleetingly crossed my 
mind: surely I´m not going to knock a pole down again 
so close to the end? But I pretty quickly transformed 
that negative thought into positive energy. I completely 
focused on the Finals and kept myself to myself a bit. I 
only watched one other rider jump because I wanted to 

ride my own course. I didn´t even know that so many 
mistakes happened today.’

Devos: ‘Pleased how I rode to victory’
In the past years Pieter Devos always saddled Dream of 
India Greenfield but that one now had to go to Barcelona 
for the Furusiyya Nations Cup Finals. ‘That is totally 
unrelated to my choice for Espoir because he had been in 
my book for the BC for quite some time. With Dream I 
had already achieved two second places before so it was 
probably time to saddle another horse! No, I was positive 
that Espoir was up to the job. He could be very fast on 
the first day and capable of jumping clears on all four 
days.’ The trick was to stay cool and that just happens to 
be one of the specialities of this rider and fruit merchant 
from Bekkevoort. He also won Belgian Gold in his pony 
days and as a Young Rider. ‘Knowing how talented this 
horse is surely inspired me today. I have always believed 
in him and today he delivered the goods. Every time I 
entered the ring I kept faith and focused on his scope 
and carefulness. From past experience I knew that this 
horse wouldn´t accept too much pressure. Realising that 
I have managed to ride as I had planned makes me even 
happier. I´m not just happy about winning Gold but also 
about how I did it. In the fourth round he was even at 
his best.’

It´s exactly a year now since Espoir (Surcouf de Revel) 
came to Pieter Devos´s stables. He jumped his last show 
with his former rider Olivier Seynhaeve here at last 
year´s BC where he also jumped the Finals. Owner Bart 
Vandecasteele: ‘I knew all along that Pieter was interested 
in him but I wasn´t prepared to sell. I wanted to have 
a taste of the sport. At the BC in 2015 we negotiated 
the deal that Pieter could buy a half-share. And then 
this result after just one year! It´s party time tonight!’ 
Vandecasteele gleefully throws in a juicy anecdote about 
several great names in Belgian show jumping who 
ignored Espoir when he was a youngster. ‘He might not 
be the most elegant mover but he has definitely always 
been a super jumper.’

2. Pieter Clemens and Horizon de Regor 3. Fabienne Daigneux Lange and Venue d’Fees des Hazalles
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Pieter states that he made several little mistakes during 
the championship but ‘my horse took it all in his stride. 
He jumped fantastically’, the nephew of the Philippaerts 
family marvels. ‘It´s my horse I must thank as well as 
my employer and trainer Jos Lansink. He provides 
the perfect coaching and opportunities to take part in 
this event.’ Jos has always been lord and master in big 
championships and his pupils learn the tricks of the 
trade from him. In April Frank Schuttert and Go Easy de 
Muze from Lansink´s stables became Dutch Champion 
and now there´s Silver for his colleague Pieter Clemens 
with Horizon de Regor. Pieter Clemens, who received his 
schooling from his uncle Ludo Philippaerts: ‘Both Ludo 
and Jos are professionals who have achieved everything 
and know what they are doing. Everybody has his own 
way of doing things but in the end it all boils down to the 
same thing. They both start with the basics and slowly 
work their way up to this level. That´s the reason behind 
their success. We also took our time with Horizon de 
Regor and this has now paid off.’

Finally a woman on the platform of the BC with Fabienne 
Lange-Daigneux (53) winning Bronze. ‘This is only my 
third championship, each time with Venu d’Fees. We 
nicely held our own in the past few years. Clear rounds 
are no problem for this horse so we feel at home in 
championships. My mare is incredibly consistent but I 
simply used to be too slow up till now which is why we 
don´t win many classes. I don´t make the grade in the 
jump-offs. In recent Belgian Championships we used to 
come to grief in the against-the-clock classes and totted 
up time faults. But I have done my homework and now 
there is a medal to show for it. I´m a happy woman 
because this is what I was hoping for. It´s the absolute 
highlight of my career which was slow to happen, but 
thanks to this horse has finally arrived.’

Clemens: ‘I must thank my horse and my 
trainer Jos Lansink’
In the Barema C on Wednesday Pieter Clemens (22) 
was decidedly slower and therefore had no other 
option but to give chase. But he kept jumping in fine 
style and stayed clear round after round with a final 
second position behind Pieter Devos who was just a 
tiny fraction ahead of him. This was Clemens´ second 
BC Finals and with Casuality Z he once pocketed Silver 
at the WC. According to his colleagues he too is a rider 
who is exceptionally good at dealing with pressure. He 
himself has a different point of view. ‘I owe all this to 
my marvellous horse, the best horse I have ever ridden. 
Everybody must have seen the extent of his potential. He 
is destined to jump World Cups and Nations Cups if you 
ask me. But with whom and when only the future can 
tell. It could be with me but I wouldn´t be surprised if Jos 
still has ambitions. People sometimes compare Horizon 
to Valentina, Jos´s last champion horse.’

When Jos Lansink was forced to slow down a bit for 
health reasons about six months ago, Horizon was taken 
over by Pieter. The grandmaster had schooled the horse 
to precision and it was time to move up the ranks. ‘I 
jumped a number of GPs with him last summer where 
he often missed out just by a whisker but we gradually 
started to realise that this horse might do well at the BC.’ 

Thierry Goffinet and

Artuur JH Z

Gudrun Patteet and

Sea Coast Pebbles Z


